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* * * 

The People's Republic of China (PRC) 的 more integrated into 

the global political and economic system than ever before. On 

balance, China might best be described as a s個tus quo power 

a responsible state that does not seek to destabilize the norms ofthe inter

national system. However, Beijing's relations with its neighbors are not 

without their complexities and problems. Perhaps most worrisome is the 

PRC's rocky relationship with the Republic of China on Taiwan (ROC or 

Taiwan) 

This paper examines the changing nature of China's policy toward 

Taiwan. Many of the sharpest debates in Taiwan, the United States, and 

elsewhere have been over whether recent modifications in policy represent 

a genuine overhaul in Beijing's approach to Taipei. To simpli旬 some

argue that meanin拉1 change is al凹ady happening and that such develop

ments warrant careful study and attention.' However, skeptics conclude 

that change is not happening. As one Taiwanese lawmaker complained, the 

new strategy is designed to "undermine the power of the [Taiwan] govern

ment ... it's a poison coated with sugar. ,,2 Others now charge that "China is 

cheating [President] Ma Ying-jeou [馬英九] and the Taiwan public戶

After analyzing various indicato時， this study shows how theories 

andlor conceptual frameworks often employed in the fields of international 

relations and comparative politics might help analysts unravel some parts 

ofthe complicated puzzle that constitutes China's policy toward Taiwan. ln 

conclusion, however, the author suggests that it is probable that decision-

lChang Yun-pin皂， "China's Shi丘 Poses New Challenges: Academic," Taipei Times , July 15, 
2006.3. 

2Quoted in Agence France Presse, "T，芯a，附wan Says Be呵ijing 0 叮b祉r 'Poì昀s叩。血阻n，' Snubs '0αn唸e-CαI
Pri凹I此nc臼1中:ple'γ，" Aprillη7， 2006 

3See "Opposition Questions Chinese Intentions," China Post (Taipei), June 13, 2008 , 
http://www.lexisnexis.com 
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makers in Taipei will require more facts, and not theories, before they agree 

that there is a genuine paradigm sh的 in Beijing's approach to the thorny 

Taiwan dispute. 

Evo[ution ofthe PRC's Policy toward Taiwan 

Since Mao Zedong (毛澤東)， chairman of the Chinese Communist 

Party (CCP), officially proclaimed 也e founding of the PRC on October [, 

1949, Beijing's relations with Taipei have passed through several stages. 

These are briefly examined below 

Phase One: Armed Liberation 

When the ROC governrnent retreated to Taiwan in 1949• along with 

the bulk of China's art treasures and roughly US$400 million in fo且也n

exchange, gold, and silver bullion reserves-the PRC proclaimed its in

tention to "liberate" the island. At various times , the CCP authorities en 

gaged in provocative saber-rattling一threatening to "wash the island in 

blood" and eagerly anticipating the execution of dozens of"war criminals, 11 

including President Chiang Kai-shek (蔣介石) and his wi缸， SoongMay

ling (宋美齡)

Following the offshore island crisis of 1954, the CCP leadership 

promlse且 to strive for the "peacefulliberation" ofTaiwan "as far as it is 

possible." For all practical purposes, however, the "armed liberation" 

of Taiwan remained the much-trumpeted cornerstone of PRC policy 

throughout the 1950s and 1960s.' 

For its pa址， the ROC's mainland policy followed a similar trajectory. 

Almost all of Chiang's efforts were geared toward "the goal of recovering 

4As one scholarly artic1e in the PRC observed, "A缸er the establishment of the PRC, Mao 
Zedong regarded the use offorce as the m句or approach to deal with the Taiwan issue, while 
t可ing to use the peaceful approach to liberate Taiwan if possible." See Huang Lifen, "Disan
dai zhongyang Iîngdao jiti dui Tai zhengce de jicher>g he fazhan" (The third generation of 
Chinese leaders inheriting and developing policy toward Taiwan) ,Xueshu luntan (Academic 
Forum) (Nanning, Guangxi), no. 10 (October 2005): 58-61 
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the mainland and uni秒ing the country under his leadership ... practically 

all his diplomatic moves and all his political initiatives were subordinated 

to this objective. ,,5 lndeed, the Generalissimo considered his presence in 

Taiwan only temporary and often re跆叮ed to Taipei as "the wartime capital" 

。fthe ROC 

Phase Two: One Count吵~ Two Systems 

Chairman M帥's Taiwan policy, which consisted largely of harass

ment, threats, and harsh rhetor峙， yielded few, if any, dividends for main

land China. Following his death in 1976, PRC policy toward Taiwan began 

to change. On September 狗， 1981 , Ye Jianying (葉劍英)， then chairman 

ofthe National People's Congress (NPC，全國人民代表大會)， offered Tai 

pei a nine自point proposal to achieve the peace臼1 reunification of China 

The most important point in the proposal was its pledge to allow Taiwan to 

"maintain a high degree of autonomy as a special administrative region." 

The island would be allowed to maintain its current socioeconomic system 

and even its own alTIle吐 forces. Moreover, both private property rights 

and foreign investments on Taiwan would be protected. Perhaps most in

triguin耳， ROC government 0伍cials would be allowed to "take up pos的 of

leadership" in the PRC goverrunent. On January 1, 1982, Deng Xiaoping 

(部小平) declared that Ye's plan was "actually one country, two systems" 
(一國兩制 ).6

PRC officials would not rule out the use of force to take Taiwan. 

However, the "one country, two systems" approach to unification certainly 

represented a sharp departure from past policy and placed Taiwan's gov

ernment in a somewhat awkward position. Not wanting to appear un

reasonable, Taipei announced that it would continue to pursue the official 

policy of the- "three no's" (no contacts, no negotiations, and no compro 

mises) unless PRC leaders met two preconditions for negotiations: they 

5日ee Harish Kapur, Taiwan in a Changing U帖rld: Searchβr Security (Bloomington, Ind 
Author House, 2004份)， 21

6See Xi世lUa， "Chine自渴e Agency Revi昀ews Cross-Str凹ait Ties in Past 30 Years," January 3, 2009, 
m吋lBBCM岫om枷t呵n峙z穆'gA血Sl悶α Pa叩c口t仇F
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must renounce communism and accept Sun Yat-sen's (孫逸仙) Three 

Principles ofthe People (三氏主義).

Beijing rejected Taipei's preconditions for talks as unreasonable.7 

However, the fros可閃lations between the two sides began to thaw. Perhaps 

most important, President Chiang Ching-kuo 0'年經國) opted to legalize in 

direct trade and 甘ansportation links with the mainland in 1987. He hoped 

that a policy of engagement with the PRC might lead even囚ally to me祖

ingful political and econom臨時forms on the mainland8 When coupled 

with Beijing's new policies, this initiative helped lay the groundwork for 

an explosion in cross-Strait links and a new era in PRC-ROC relations 

Phase Thr四 Reconciliation and Co，!月ict

Duri月 the administration of President Lee Teng-hui (李登輝)，

Chiang's handpicked successor, cross-Strait economic relations exploded 

In this respect, Taiwan and the mainland moved closer together. However, 

moves toward democratization in Taiwan appeared to push the two sides 

further apart and helped put Taipei on a coll凹的n course with Beijing. 

By the mid-1990s, for all practical purposes a new and democratic 

ROC government had been established in Taiwan. The changes in Taiwan 

made China's leadership uneasy. Rather than initiating creative policies to 

cope with transformations occurring on the other side ofthe S甘ait， Beijing 

appeared largely to react to events. For example, after Lee Teng-hui visited 

Cornell Univer刮大y in 1995 as pa討 of his "pragmatic diplomacy," Beijing 

boycotted the "indirect" cross-Strait talks launched in the early 1990s and 

staged a series of provocative missile tests off Taiwan's coastline. More 

over, while Jiang Zemin's (江澤氏)、ight-point proposal" on cross-Strait 

relations 出at same year reflected a modest degree of flexibili旬， it did not 

stray very far from Deng Xiaoping's original "one country, two systems" 

7The PRC authorities argued that the ROC never actually practiced the Three Principles 
while goveming China，阻d Beijing had'not insisted that Taipei change i的 own econom lC 

and political systems 
8 As President Chìang explained, "to be more antì-commwü泣， we will have to become less 
anti-communist." See Jay Taylor, The Generalissimo 's Son: Chiang Ching-kuo and the 
Revolutions in China and Taiw，叫 (Cambridge， Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2000), 364 
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reunification fonnula and the sacrosanct "one-China principle." Indeed, 
throughout the years of the Jiang Zemin presidency Beijing released a 

series of documents and "white papers" that seemed to be designe廿 to bully 

the island's population into compliance and submission. Perhaps the most 

sensational ofthese was the so-called "anti-secession law" that was passed 

by China's NPC on March 14, 2005. 

Beijing's saber-raitling and verbal tirades represented only p缸t ofthe 

equation. China also stepped up preparations for military action against the 

island. The People's Liberation Army (PLA) launched an unprecedented 

military buildup and hundreds of ballistic missiles were deployed in prov自

inces directly opposite Taiwan. At the s的ne time, effor恆 to isolate Taiwan 

diplomaticallyaccelerated. Beijing employed tìnancial incentives to lure 

away Taipei's few remaining d中lomatic a\lies and aggressively sought 

to block the island's pa此icipation in most international organizations, in

cluding the United Nations, the World Health Organization (WHO), the 

International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and a host of other global 

institutions.9 

Summary 

Between 1949 and 2005, Beijing's policy toward Taipei went through 

a complete cycle 由at began with harsh rhetoric and threats , moved toward 

rapprochement and reconciliation, and then, surprisingly, returned to bel

ligerence and hostility. To be sure, Taipei played a critical role in changes 

in PRC policy. After all, early threats to "retake" China and more recent 

threats to "secede" from the country infuriated Beijing's leaders. 1O How-

9China's intransigence prevented Taiwan from receiving much-needed intemational emer
gency medical assistance during the 1999 earthquake and the 2003 se時間 acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS) crisis.一--conduct that contributed to the deaths ofhundreds ofTaiwanese 
Not surprisingly, public opinion polls conducted after the SARS epidemic revealed that 
more thao halfofthe island's population believed that China was unfriendly toward the Tai 
wane這e people, while an overwhelming m句on可 agreed that China was un fi-iendly towa吋
their government 

IOAs one Chinese scholar observed, the nature of由e cross-Strait s甘uggle with Taipei has 
shifted as it is "no longer focused on who will rule the reunified count可" but now focuses 
on independence or unification." See Liu Shu, "Jianlun dalu dui Tai zhengce de xin bian-
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ever, rather than preventing Taiwan's recent drive toward independence, 
China's actions ten廿ed to promote it." In fact, when compared to Beijing's 
new and sophisticated positions in foreign affairs, the approach to the 

Taiwan issue appears amateurish , In July 2004, Bonnie Glaser, an au

thority on East Asian politics, outlined the apparent contradiction in PRC 

policy: "China's approach to Taiwan is out of step with its increasingly 

sophisticated, confident, and skillful diplomatic practices on a rapidly ex

panding list of regional and intemational issues , By contrast, Chinese 
pol臨時s toward Taiwan are ham-handed, unimaginative, and counter
productive." 12 

In brief, Beijing's Taiwan policy appears dysfunctional and perhaps 
even delusionaL Despite the explosion in cross-Strait econom凹， SOCl祉，

and cultural ties, it seems that the two arch-rivals have been on a collision 

course , Consequently, the Unite廿 States and other countries have called on 
Beijing to seek out "c時ative" and "new" ways to approach Taipei 

Carrots and Sticks: 

Recent Changes in the PRC'S Policies toward Taiwan 

Following Chen Shui-bian's (陳水扁) election as Taiwan's president 

in 2000, Wil\iam Cohen, then U.S. secretary of defen間， wamed the PRC 
authorities that "the chances are that over time this (cross-Strait negot阻

tions) wil\ become more difficult, not less difficult, given the politics in the 

hua" (A brief discussion ofthe new changes in the mainland's Taiwan policy), Yanbian 
dangxiao xuebao (Journal ofYanbian Party School) 20, no. 4 (December 2005): 67-69 

1lChina's actions cannot explain the entire dr的 toward sep缸'atism. As Dr. Su Chi (蘇匙)， an 
ROC legîslator, explained during an interview with the author, "There are three factors or 
forc目 that move Taiwan toward separatism. One is historical or biological. As time goes 
on, ties become less and less. . . the second is the PRC-the PRC's heavy-handed approach 
Third is the govemment here-its official, political push. So, if these three move at the 
same time, the water will flow faster." Author's interview with Dr. Su C凶， Taipei, July 25, 
2007 

12Bonnie Glaser, "China's North Korea policy Triumph: Lessons for Managing Ties with Tai
wan," PacNet Newsletter (Pacific Forum CSIS), no. 34 (July 29, 2日日4)
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countries concemed."13 Throughout the Chen era, u.s. officials repeatedly 

called on Beijing "to change its 自rame of reference." They counseled that 

"old approaches" should be put aside and China should approach the cross 

S甘ait stalemate with creativ旬 Provocative actions-such as the passage 

of China's "anti-secession" law一-were criticized as "counterproductive." 

After the election ofMa Ying寸eou in March 2008, Washington again 

urged Beijing to reach out to Taipei. During a telephone conversation with 

President Hu Jintao (胡錦濤)， President George W. Bush suggested that 

the "election provides a fresh opportunity for both sides to reach out and 

engage one another in peacefully resolving their di叮叮ences." 14 As Stephen 

Hadley, then U.S. national security adviser, explained, "The Taiwanese 

election presen拍 an opportunity to encourage China to reach out to Taiwan 

and to try to resolve di叮叮ences.... And the president [Bush 1 did not want 

to let that go by."15 

In some respects, it does appear that elements within Beijing's lead

ership cohort are striving to approach the Taiwan issue in a more reasonable 

and balanced way. On the other hand, however, there is evidence to suggest 

that this is not the case. The discussion below examines some of the 

changes and continuities in China's policy toward Taiwan 

Changes in China's Cross-Strait Policy 

The Soft Gets So.丹'er

According to some analysts, China has adopted a new grand strategy 

toward the Taiwan issue. Observers 甘ace changes in the PRC's approach 

to Taiwan to 2005 , shortly before the adoption of the controversial anti

secession law. 16 On March 4, 2005一-ten days befo自由e law was passed 

i3JimMannion, "CohenP扭扭的 China's Leadership to Open Dialo直ue with Taiwan," A直ence
France Presse, July 14, 2日口口， http://www.lexisnex的 com

14"Bush U也es Hu to Reach Out to Taiwan," Taipei Tim目， March28， 2日嗨， 1 
15Ibid 
16See Lìn Chong-pin, "China's Emerging Grand Strategy: Dominating East Asia without 

Fighting" (Paper delivered at the international conference, "Contemporary Security Di
lemmas: Ref1ections on Security in Central Europe and East Asia," University ofWest 
Bohemia, Pils間， the Czech Republ凹， October 31 , 2006), 10. Paper provided to the author 
by Dr. Lin Chong-pin (林中斌) on Janua可 5 ， 2007. See also Alan D. Romberg, "Cross 
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President Hu Jintao issued a "four-point opinion" outlining ways to pro

mote the peaceful development of cross回 Strait relations "under the new 

circumstances."17 Since thattime, Beijing has softened its rhetoric and now 

seeks to use economic and cultural inslruments to promote ties with 也e

island. Dr. Su C划， secretary-general ofthe ROC National Security Council 

and a leading authority on cross-Strait relations., explains: "Actually, be 

ginning in 2005 , it has been a clear trend that they wanted to try the so立

line: to win the hearts and minds of the people. 1 think they began to ap

preciate the reali句I and depth of democracy咐

In December 2005, President Hu Jintao declared that "it is time for 

us to abandon outdated attitudes and beliefs. We should renounce biases 

that run counter to the interests of Taiwanese citizens, and start thinking in 

realistic ways to solve our problems so as to bring about better cross-Strait 

relations and development in the two communities."19 Other PRC officials 

share the president's assessment and voice similar opinions. As Liu Yan

dong (劉延東)， vice chairwoman of the PRC's Chinese People's Political 

Consultative Conference (CPPCC，政協)， explained, the mainland must now 

be "guided bythetheme ofpeac電fùl development of cross-Strait relations and 

the fundamental task ofwinning the support ofthe Taiwan people."20 

At the so-called "macro level" in the political sphere of cross-S甘'aIt

relations, China seems to have softened some pol臨時s. For example, the 

"preconditions" for cross-Strait negotiations have been relaxed. In the 

past, Beijing had insisted that Taipei must accept the "one-China principl丸"

meaning that there exists only one China, that the PRC is the only legal 

government of China, and that Taiwan is a pa此 of China. Today, Beijing 

Strait Relations: In Search of Peace," Chinα Leadership Monilo人 nO. 23 (Winter 2008) 
6-7 

17See "President Sets Forth Guidelines on Taiwan," China Daily (Beijing), March 4, 2005, 
http://www.chinadail)人com.cn/cnglish/doc/2005-03/04/content_421902.htm 

的Author's interview with Dr. Su Chi, Taìpei, July 25, 2007 
19"HK Magazine Article on Cautious Optimism in New Era of Cross-Strait Relations," 

Zhongguo pinglun (中國評論， China Review), December 5, 2005，時， in BBC Monitoring 
AsiαPαcific ， December 22 , 2005, http://www.lexisnexis.com 

20Xinh間， "Senior Chinese Advisor Stresses Importance of Winning Taiwan People's Sup
port in Reunification," Janua可 5.20阱， http://www.lexisnexis.com. Emphasis added 
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continues to insist that Taipei embrace the "one-China principle." How

ever, the term now means that "there is only one China in the world, the 

mainland and Taiwan all belong to one China; and the integrity of China's 

sovereignty and territory cannot be violated."21 Moreover, Beijing began 

to call on Taiwan to nretUll1" to the "1992 consensus," an understanding 

which essentially means that each side can interpret the meaning of "one 

China" according to its own preference--as either the PRC or the ROC." 

Cross-Strait negotiations began in earnest after the inauguration in 2008 of 

Taiwan's new president, Ma Ying-jeou, as Ma embraced the "1992 con

sensus." Both of these moves appeared to inject a degree of mutual respect 

and equality into the cross-S甘ait relationship 

Today, Beijing rarely calls for the "reunification" of China under the 

lIone country, two systems" reunification fonnula. Rather, emphasis tends 

to be placed on "the peaceful development ofrelations" and "the mainte 

nance of the sta囚s quo." As one Chinese academic observed, "before we 

used to never say status quo ... now we can use it all the time. ,,23 In other 

words, rather than pushing reunification, Beijing now directs much of its 

energy toward preventing Taiwan independence. At the same time, PRC 

leaders have 她的ed away from constantly reminding the wor1d that they 

will "never renouncell the use of force to take Taiwan and annual military 

exercises near the island have been scaled back. Indeed, President Hu sur

prised many observers when he called for a "peace agreement" with Taiwan 

during the CCP's Seventeenth National Congress in October 2007, if the 

island returns to the "one-China principle."24 At the time, some believed 

that the most notable thing about the speech was the remarkable restraint 

2JLin, "China's Emerging Grand Strategy," 3 

22Dr. Su Chi coined the term "1992 consensus" (九二共主晶。 to describe the arrangement ham
mered out by "unofficial" ROC and PRC negotiators in 1992. It is also known as "one 
China, different interpretations" (一中各主〕

23Quoted in Edward Cody, "China Easing Its Stance on Taiwan: Tolerance Grows for Status 
Quo," Washington Post, June 15, 2006, A14. http://www.le法的neXIs.com

24President Hu stated that "we would like to make a solemn appeal: on the basis ofthe one 
China principle Iet us discuss a fonnaI end to the state of hostility between the two sides 
(and) reach a peace agreement." For more information see Ben Blanchard, "China's Presi
dent Offers Taiwan Talks for Pcace," Reuters, October 15, 2007. http://www.reuters.com/ 
article/worldNews/idUSPEK 19590 120071 0 15? pageNumber=2&sp~甘ue

40 March 2009 
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it displayed given the actions ofsome politicians in Taipei.25 

When high-ranking PRC offic阻Is do opt to discuss reunification, they 

stress that "peaceful reunification does not mean 出at one side 'swallowsr 

the other but that the two sides confer on reunification也rough consultation 

on an equal戶。ting. ,,26 Again, the emphasis appears to be on equality 

between the two sides. When President Hu repeated his call for a peace 

agreement during his opening speech at the CPPCC in March 2008, he 

stressed that the "status in negotiations would be equal."盯 Perhaps just as 

important, all talk of some sort of a "timetable" for reunification has been 

shelved. As President Hu explained, "as long as there is still a ray ofhope 

for peaceful 閃unification， we1n do our utmost to achieve it. rr詛 The presi 

dent has reportedly advised Chinese military commanders that they should 

"fear not Taiwanrs procrastination. 1I29 

The PRC authorities now emphasize that they will talk to the mem

bers of any political party in Taiwan-including those of the Democratic 

Progressive Party (DPP，氏主進步黨)--so long as they accept 也e "one

China principle" and embrace the "1992 consensus." In 2006, Jia Qinglin 

(賈慶幸的， chair of CPPCC, openly called for Be\日 ing to establish contact 

with Taiwan's rrdeep Green" independence advocates.30 After Taiwan's 

2008 presidential election, efforts to reach out to independence forces 

accelerated. For example, Chen Yunlin (陳雲林)， then director of the 

25During an interview with the author, Dr. Lin Chong-pin explained that many had expected 
President Hu to criticize Taiwan's recent move to rejoin the United Nations as "Taiwan" and 
other moves deemed provocative by Beijing and much ofthe international cornmunity. Lin 
believes that Hu's restraint "was the rnost remarkable thing. Hu did not even mention the 
campaign to retum to the UN... heju到 Igno凹d the whole thing." Author's inte凹iewwith

by Dr. Lin Chong-pin, president ofthe Foundation on Intemational and Cross-Strait Studies 
(中華歐亞基金會)， Taipei, November 23 , 2007 

26President Hu Jintao as quoted in Xu Shiquan, "New Perspectives on the Chinese Main
land's Policy Toward Taiwan," American Foreign Policy Intel曰“ 28. no. 5 (2006): 379 

27Michael Schuman, "Strait Talker," Time, March 13, 2008, http://www.tirne.com. Emphasis 
added 

28See note 26 above 
29Chong_pin L凹， "More Carrot Than Stick: Beijing's Ernerging Taiwan Policy," Wo r1d 

Security Institute, Winter 2008 , http://www.wsichina.orglcs9_1.pdf 
30Chong_pin L凹， "Beijing Speaks Softly to Taiwan: China's New Cross-Strait Strategy," In用

ternational Hera/d Tribune, March 30, 2006, http://w叭N.lexisnexis.com
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State Council's Taiwan Affairs Office (國務院台灣事務辦公室， presently 

the head of the Association for Relations Across the Taiwan Strait 海峽

兩岸關係協會)， decla目d that, "we warmly welcome those who used to 

have the illusion of Taiwan independence, those who used to advocate 

Taiwan independence, and even those who used to be engaged in such ac 

tivities to re削m to the correct path of peaceful development of cross-Strait 

relations 叫 1 Interestingly, China's leadership s甘esses that it opposes the de 

jure independence ofTaiwan. Until recently, no Chinese leader dared utter 

the terrn as it implied recognition of Taiwan's de facto independence from 

the mainland 且

Finally, Beijing appears to be more willing to explore ways that Tai 

pei might gain some lI intemational space. n On May 恕， 2008 , President 

Hu told Wu Poh-hsiung (吳伯正在)， chairman of the Kuomintang (1心1T，中

國國氏黨)， that "after the two sides resume consultations [we 1 can discuss 

the issue of [Taiwan's 1 participation in interuational activities ... including 

giving priority to discussing the issue of attending WHO actiνiti缸，，33 Per

haps equally significant, Chinese television news programs now openly 

discuss the prospec阻 for dismantling the missiles deployed directly oppo

site Taiwan and officials acknowledge that the issue might be placed on the 

negotiating table in the future.34 

In addition to changes in the "overarching" positions outlined above, 
Beijing has announced a wide variety of other policy adjustments. Most of 

these are at what some describe as "the 臼nctionallevel" and are designed 

to promote economic, social, and cultural exchanges between the two sides 

of the Taiwan Strait. In some instances, these initiatives have coincided 

with the series ofKMT-CCP summits-meetings that have been conducted 

3luPeaceful Development of Cross-Straît Ties Reaffirmed," China Dai伽， May 22, 2005, 
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn 

32Lin, "China's Emerging Grand Strategy," 17 

33WU Jiao, "Hu Urg四 Restart ofStraits Talks," China Daily (Beijing Edition), May 29, 2日 08，
l. Emph目的 added

34See "Chinese Official Says Missile Issue Not Ruled out from Cross-Strait Talks," Wen Wei 
PO (文匯晶tt) (Hong Kong), June 4, 2008, in BBC Worldwide Monitorù眩.， June 5, 2008, 
http://www.lex的neXls.com
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on an annual basis since 2005. In other cases, however, Beijing has simply 

taken the initiative and announced a change in policy. 

Modifications and changes in Beijin皂's policies toward Taiwan range 

from rather modest (and perhaps even mundane) adjustments to quite 

meaningful concessions. For example, Beijing has extended the time that 

Taiwanese joumalists are permitted to spend in China and when the world 

market price for bananas dropped in 2006, China stepped in and purchased 

a substantial quantity from Taiwan." Taiwanese students are now permit 

ted to pay what Americans describe as "in-state tuition" when attending 

mainland universities and Taiwanese businesses receive low-cost loans to 

set up factories in the mainland. Moreover, Taiwanese doctors may now 

practice medicine in the mainland and Taiwanese agricultural products 

receive preferential treatment in China. Perhaps most significant, the 

two sides hammered out an agreement providing for direct cross-Strait 

shipping, daily cross-Strait flights, and improved postal services and food 
safety in November 2008. Not surprisingly, all such adjustments in policy 

a間 carefully monitored and chronicled by analysts in Taiwan 

To be sure, astounding changes are occurring within China. For 

example, capitalists are now permitted to join the CCP. Moreover, private 

prope此y rights are now protected in the PRC constitution and the country 

enjoyed the fastest growing economy in the world prior to the global eco

nomic crisis. According to some projections, China will overtake the 

United States as the world's largest economy within twenty years. As Lien 

Chan (連戰)， then chairman of the KMT, explained before his landmark 

joumey to the PRC in 2005, "We must not harbor the old mind-set of the 

1930s or 1950s ... the Chinese mainland has experienced dramatic changes 

both in politics and the economy over the past 18 years. We must face the 

changes 的6 President Ma agrees that "China has made certain progress 

35For details on this initiative and other examples, see David G. Brown, "China-Taiwan Re
lations: Continuing to Inch Forward," Comparative Connections: A Quartelψ E-Journal 
onE叫t Asian Bilateral Relations 8, nO. 4 (January 15 ， 20日 7) ， http://www.csis.org 

36Quoted in Joseph Kahn, "China Seeks to Isolate Taiwan's President," New >'òrk Tim呵，
Apri126, 2005, 1, http://www/l血。snexls.com
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since it starled to open up and refonn 30 years ago.'的7 Some believe that the 

changes in Beijing's approach to cross-Strait relations also are significant 

As Dr. Lin Chong-pin, a leading authority on cross-S缸ait 自lations and pro

fessor at Ta叫.ang U niversi旬's (淡江大學) prestigious Institute ofInterna

tional Affairs and Strategic S阻dies， explained during an interview with the 

author, "[ think they [也ea吐justments in policy 1 mean definitely a new ap

proach in Beijing toward Taiwan that is very different from the past.'耐

Changes in China's Cross-Strait Policy: 

The Hard Gets Harder 

Some observers contend that the PRC has changed only the tac/ics 

designed to undermine the sovereignty ofthe ROC government and absorb 

Taiwan. In other words , they believe that the goal of oppressing Taiwan 

(and eventually absorbing it) has not changed. During an interview with 

the author, Dr. Joseph Wu (吳釗變)， then chairman of Taiwan's Mainland 

Affairs Council (MAC，大陸事務委員會)， explained why he remains 

deeply suspicious of Beijin臣's hehavior: "The overall structure of cross 

Strait relations remains the same. The Chinese policy objectives remain 

the same. And the tactics have undergone some subtle changes. So, the 

overall picture and basic structure remain the same. 1I39 Chen Shui-bian, 

then Taiwan's president, concurs with this assessment. During an inter 

view with the author, the president explained 

The CCP never changes. lts nature does not change. lts basic policy toward 
Taiwan doesn't change either. It only has one pu中ose and 0句ectIve.一個 annex

Taiwan.... Thc strategies against Taiwa叫lave one objectivc: to downgrade Tai
wan, localize Taiwan, marginalize Taiwan, delegitimize Taiwan's government, 
and undermine Taiwan's sovcreign耶40

Despite talk ofthe 可eaceful development" of cross-Strait relatio凹，

Beijing's preparations for a military conquest ofTaiwan continue unabated 

J7日ee "Taiwan's Ma Lauds Rival China's Op凹ness 00 Tiananmen Anniversary," Interna 
tional Herald Tribune, June 4, 2日郎 ， http://wwv帆 iht.com

38Author's interview with by Dr. Lin Chong-pin, Taipei, January 5, 2日 ~7

39 Author's interview with Dr. Joseph Wu, Taipei, Janua可 3 ， 2007
40Author's interview with Chen Shui-bian, Taipei, November 21 , 2007 
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and China refuses to renounce the use of force to take Taiwan. 的om tJme

to time, military leaders threaten the island with annihilation. For example, 
in March 2007, General Guo Boxiong (郭伯雄)， vice chairman of the 

CCP's Central Military Commission, ca11ed on a11 PLA soldiers to "'height

en (their) sense of responsibility and sense of urgency' and to make a11-

out efforts to 'get we11-prepared for military struggle\"“ In other instances, 

however, it seems that the PLA has singled out only Taiwan's leaders for 
intimidation and punishment. There was talk of "decapitating" Taipei's 

leadership during the Chen era and PLA warplanes tracked flights believed 
to be carrying the controversial president.42 

For over a dozen years, China's mi1itary budget has increased at a 

double-d igit rate as the PLA has purchased or developed a wide variety of 

advanced weaponry. In 2007, Beijing's defense budgetjumped almost 18 
percent to US$45 bil1i仙一the biggest hike since 1995.43 As Dr. Joseph Wu 

observed at the time, "they are sti11 adding more to their stockpile of short 
range missil間， cruise missiles, intermediate-range missiles, submarine
launched ba11istic miss i1es, and they are sti11 cranking out more and more 

submarines-especia11y those most advanced submarines ... and they are 
also producing more and more modemjets. ,,44 There is evidence supporting 

his views. In 2008, the PLA's budget again soared 17.6 percent, prompting 

Dennis Blair, the U.S. director ofnational inte11igence, to inform Congress 
that Chinars military spending rrposes a greater threat to Taiwan. rr45 

Taiwanese officials are especia11y irked by the fact that, despite re
ductions in Taipei's defense budget and live-fire military dri11s, Beijing 

41Quoted in Christopher Bode凹， "China Generat Wams ofResponse to Taiwan," Associated 
Press, March 6, 2007. http://ww、N.thefreelibrary.com/China+generaI+warns+o扑response+
to+Taiwan Ma01611299969 

42See Cary Huang, "Taipei Leader's Tactics Keep Beijing on Its Toes," South China Morning 
Post, June 悶， 2日的， 6, http://www.lexisnexis.com 

43See "China's Military Advantage overTaiwan Rises, Analysts Say," China Post, March 31. 
2007. http://www:chinapost.com.tw/news/2007 /03/31/105939/China's白military.htm

44Author's interview with Dr. Joseph Wu, Taipei, Janua可 3 ， 2007
45See Foster Klug, "U.S. Intel Chief Warns against ChinaMTaiwan Conflict," Washington 

Post, February 12, 2日 09， http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpMdyn/ contentl articl e12009 / 
02112/ AR2009021202536 Y 
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continues to bolster the massive arsenal of ballistic missiles that it has 

deployed directiy opposite Taiwan. In early 2007, the MAC wamed that 

China had "988 missiles arrayed against Taiwan and is threatening to con

quer Taiwan by 2015."46 In February 2009, the MAC dec1ared that the 

number of PRC missiles opposite Taiwan had soared to roughly 1,500 

and commented, "that's not rigl址.. they're always adding [missiles]. ,,47 

Given such developments, Taiwan defense officials have conceded.that the 

island is incapable ofwithstanding a PRC military attack without American 

assistance.48 

In 2007, the U.S. Department ofDefense conceded that "the PLA's 

capabilities to pursue a varie可 of courses of action are improvingU and 

wamed that the military balance is tipping in Beijing's favor.的 AsAdmiral

Timothy Keating, commander of U.S. 自orces stationed in the Paci日c and 

Asia, explained during a congressional hearing 世1e following year, "The 

由reat that China poses is increasing, in my opinion, for the folks who are 

our friends in Taiwan. r叫 M缸k Cozard, a senior analyst in the U.S. Defense 

lntelligence Agency, has wamed the U.S. Congress that China's growing 

military muscle also provides it with a belter chance to counter American 

intervention in the event of cross-Strait war. According to Cozard, the PLA 

is now focusing on "presenting a credible threat to Taiwan and preventing 

any third party that might intervene on Taiwan's behalfin a crisis."SI 

In addition to the accelerating military threat, the PRC continues with 

its longstanding efforts to strangle Taiwan in the intemational arena. In 

46Chen~yuan Tung, "Is ChÎna a Responsible Stakeholder?" January 11 , 2007. Mainland 
Affairs Council press release, http://www.mac.gov.tw 

47Ralph Jennings, "China Increases Missiles Pointed at Taiwan to 1,500," Taipei Tim凹，
February 15, 2009, 1, http://www.taip目前mes.com月'l"ews/front/archives/2009/02几 51
2003436194/print 

48日ee Joseph ~帥， "Defense Minister Says Taiwan Cannot Withstand PRC Invasion 00 Its 
Own," Taiwan Ne~也叫 November 28, 2007, 1 

490ffice ofthe SecretarγofDefense， Annual Report to Congress: Milita叩 Power of the Peo 
ple's Republic ofChina, 2007 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department ofDefense, May 20日 7) ，
32 

50See Richard Halloran, "China Missil自 P的e Threat," The Straits Tim呵。m直apore)， M叮ch
29, 2008, http://ww就 lexisnexis.com

SISee note 43 above 
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fa仗， during interviews with the author in 2007, some ROC officials com

plained that "their [China's 1 tactics in isolating Taiwan and suffocating Tai 

wan are really getting worse.'位 This represen阻 part of a larger s甘ategy

the Taiwanese authorities have described as the PRC's "three all's policy" 

(三光政策)-stealing all of Taiwan's diplomatic aIlies, blocking all of 

Taiwan's intemational channels, and divesting Taiwan of all bargaining 

chips for dealing with China on an equal footing.53 There is some evidence 

to support this view 

Ofthe world's 193 nations, over 160 recognize Beijing as the legit

imate govemment of all China(interpreted by the PRC to include Taiwan) 

and less 出an two dozen still maintain diplomatic relations with Taipei 

Taiwan's small coterie of diplomatic aIlies are impo此ant to Taipei as they 

bestow a degree of intemational leg的macy upon the ROC govemment, 
speak for Taipei in the intemational communi紗" and provide the island's 

leaders with an excuse to make so-called IItransit stopovers" in more im

po此ant countries. For example, most of Taiwan's allies support Taipei's 

efforts to rejoin the United Nations and the WHO and President Chen 

was routinely granted a transit visa to "restll in various U.S. cities (ranging 

from New York City to Anchorage, Alaska) while en route to Central 

America-a practice 也at has' been continued by President Ma albeit on a 

more low-key level. Until very recent1y Beijing employed various forms 

ofbribery and coercion to lure away Taiwan's diplomatic partners. Many 

of Taiwan's IIsmall 丑iends ，1I .incIuding Grena啦， Liber泊， Senegal, Chad, 

CostaRi品， the Commonwealth ofDomini阻， and Malawi, yielded to temp

tation and switched recognition to China.54 Ifa country dares to recognize 

Taipei, Beijing seeks to ensure 也at the move will cost it de盯Iy. When 

孔1acedonia recognized Taiwan, China used its clout in the United Nations 

52 Author's interview with Dr. Joseph Wu, Taipei, Januarγ3， 2007 
位Govemment Infonnation Offi間， Safeguardi增加間的 Democra.吵， Opp叩ng Chin的
Aggrl臼sion (Taipei: Govemment Information 。但間， Apri12∞6)， 24-25

54Malawi 間po的:edly received a US$6 billion financial assistance package to dump Taipei for 
Beijing. See Rachel Chan, "Diplomatic Truce with China Not Immediate Priority-Taiwan 
FM," Central News Agency, June 27 2日胞， in BBC Worldwide Monitoring, June 2, 2008, 
h呻/八.vww.lexisnexis.com
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to end a peacekeeping mission in that war-tom country in 200 1. Conse

quently, the country switched back to Beijing. Hardball tactics of a similar 

nature have been used against other nations. 

It is noteworthy that Beijin皂's efforts to suffocate Taiwan intemation

ally are not limited solely to stealing and/or punishing the island's few re

maining diplomatic friends. Indeed, it is the PRC alone that is responsible 

自由 blocking Taiwan's admission to the United Nations, the WHO, and a 

host of other intemational organizations. No other country genuinely ob

jects to Taiwan's participation in international activities. Rather, they cave 

in to pressure and threats from China. Indeed, representatives ofthe Euro

pean Union have conceded that they will "support" or "welcome" Taiwan's 

participation in intemational bodies once Beijing drops its objections." 

In the early 1990s, Taiwan launched a campaign to retum to the 

United Nations and affiliated bodies such as the WHO, using a variety of 

names and strategies to g缸ner support for participation without antagoniz

ing the PRC. For example, following the outbreak of SARS in Taiwan in 

March 2003 , the island sought to retum to the WHO in a limited capacity 

as a "hea1th-entity" with "observer" status 站 However， Beijing blocked all 

such moves. When Taipei switched tactics in 2007 and attempted to seek 

full membership in the United Nations and the WHO as "Taiwan," the PRC 

authorities blasted the effort as "ridiculous in the extreme." They branded 

President Chen as "an out and out plo吐er and saboteuf,1I while threatening 

that "scum of the nation who a吐empt to split the countηI cannot escape 

the punishment ofhistory in the end."57 Pro-Taiwan organizations charged 

that Taipei only adopted these con甘oversial strategies to counter Beijing's 

"relentless pressure to isolate Taiwan and push it into a comer 吋8

55See Rachel Char丸 "EU Backs Taiw阻's Memb叮ship in Global Groups if China Agrees 
Official," Central News Agenc:犯 June 3, 2008, in BBC Wor[d Wide Monitorù嗯， June 3, 
2008, ht中:I/www.lexisnexis.com

56The International Committee of the Red Cross, Rota可 International， the Vatican, the 
Palestine Liberation Authori旬， and Malta all enjoy observer status. 

57See "China, Taiwan Exchange Barbs over Failed United Nations Bid," Chinα Post， July 25, 
2007, http://ww、N.lexisnexis.com

58See Charles Snyd肘， "FAPA Slams Young over Remarks," Taipei Times, November 17, 
2007, 3 
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The Ma administration abandoned the confrontational approach to 

ward returning to the international community that was embraced by 

President Chen's government and reverted to less controversial initiatives. 

Thus far, however, the new stance has not yielded concrete dividends 

The island remains locked out of the WHO 

Despite the recent change of administration in Taipei and the cor 

responding modifications of policies designed to enable the island to re

turn to the global communi紗" some Chinese officials seem determined to 

squeeze, isolate, and belittle Taiwan. For example, in June 2008 , Wang Yi 

(王毅)， director of China's Taiwan A旺airs Offi凹， contradicted President 

Hu Jintao when he told Japanese reporters that Beijing wi11 not accept 

Taipei's participation in the WHO戶 Furthermore， few believe that the Ma 

administration can somehow engineer Taip間's return to the United Nations. 

As Hsu Yung-ming (徐永明)， an analyst at Academia Sinica (中央研究院)，

explained, "They will definitely reject the bid ... they are not going 切
change their position just because Ma is in office."60 Moreover, China 

sought initia11y to change the name that Taiwan was employing to partic

ipate in the 2008 Beijing Olympics from "Chinese (Zhonghwa), Taipei" 

(中華台北)切 "China (Zhongguo), Taipei" (中國台北)

In the past, Beijing grudgingly agreed to Taiwan's participation in 

many nongovernmental organizations, low-profile international activiti間，

and global institutions with an economic focus (for example, Taiwan func

tions as "a customs territory" in the World Trade Organization, WTO). 

However, Taiwanese officials complain that the PRC is now seeking to 

block Taiwan's participation in a11 sorts of global institutions (govern 

mental and nongovernmental) and international activities. They cite a long 

list of incidents-ranging 仕om 出e trivial to the truly bizarre-to support 

their argument (see table 1). 

59See "Opposition Questions Chinese Intentions," China Post, June 13, 2008, http://www 
lexisnexis.com 

60"Sixteenth Time L叫ky? Taiwan Again Seeks UN Spot," RI叫扭扭 Ind嗨， July 狗， 3008，
http://in.reuters. comlarticle/worldN ews/idINIndia-34 7 4162 0080730 
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Table 1 

Selected Cases of Beijing's Actions against Taipei in the International 

Community, April2005-September 2008 

April2005 

June 2005 

ROC embassy to the Dominican Republic (DR) is invited to attend 
血e opening ceremony ofthe Santo Domingo International Book Fair 
in the DR. After the ceremony, Cai Weiquan (蔡維泉)， China's com
mercial representat叫e in the DR, asks fair 5taffto place a PRC name 
plaque and tabletop PRC flag at Taiwan's exhibition booth 

Under pressure from China, the WTO Secretariat omits the official 
titles (such as counselor, first secretary, second secreta可" and third 
secretary) of the members of Taiwan's Pennanent Mission to the 
WTO， except品r the titles ofthe pennanent representative and deputy 
pennanent 問presentative， in the newly published WTO directory of 
members 

July 2005 Taiwan's ambassador to the DR, John Feng (馮寄台)， andChina池 "unM

。由cial" representative in the DR, Cai Weiquan, are invited to attend 
a groundbreaking ceremony in the Chinatown district of the capital 
Santo Domingo. Cai's staffarrive early and occupy the seats ofhonor 
晶。r the diplomatic co中s. Event personnel t可 three times to get them 
to vacate these seats, to no avai l. The matter is finally r巳:solved after 
Ambassador Fen直 negotiates with the sponsor to have the seats reM 

tumed to Taiwan's delegation 

October 2005 Bowing to PRC p自ssure， in order to obtain an operating license in 
China, Google's Map Service labels a map ofTaiwan as a province of 
China 

October 詣， 2005 After having received moneta可 incentives from China , Senegal 
decides to sever diplomatic ties with Taiwan 

Februa可 13 ， 2006 The sponsor of the 9th World Firefighters Games in Hong Kong 
bows to Chinese pressure and prohibits Taiwanese contestants from 
bringing their national f1ag, membership f1ag, and firefighter banners 
into the games venue and asks them to change the name of their 
team to "China, Ta中間" Taiwan withdraws from the contest. 

August 5, 2006 Influenced by the incentives of financial aid and milita可 eqUlpment

from China, Chad announces 血at it has decided to sever diplomatic 
relations with Taiwan 

August 2006 During the 40th Intemational Children's Games (ICG) in B祖gkok，

members ofthe PRC team thrice wrest awaythe ROC f1ag draped over 
Taiwan's gold medal winners 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

September 刮目6 China forcibly obstructs Chinese Petroleum Corporati凹's promotion 
of an investment project at a petrochemical complex in Abu Dhabi , 
United Arab Emirates 

September 2日自 6 A meeting ofthe Intemational Association ofHorticultural Producers 
is canceIled due to demands by the China Flower Association that 
the name of the Taiwan Floriculture Development Association be 
changed and that aIl Taiwanørelated activities be subject to Chinese 
approval 

Janua可 2007 PRC pressures Mexico to ban P間sident Chen's plane from f1ying 
through Mexico's f1ight infonnation region en route to Nicaragua, and 
pressures Washington to 1imit Chen's visits to the United States 

January 2007 China pressures South Korea to change the nationality on visas issued 
to Taiwanese exchange students to "Chinese." 

Februa可 2007 According to Japanese news reports, Chilla uses its veto power to 
block UN peacekeeping e叮'orts in Haiti , thus causing Taiwan's ally 
Haiti to issue a letter to China statillg that it will no longer suppo此
Taiwan's bid to join the United Nations 

March 2007 During an intemational seminar on fishery subsidies convened by 
the WTO, Chinese officials force the General Council to change the 
name ofTaiwan on all documents to "China, Taiwan Province." 

June 2008 Wan直 Yi， director of China's Taiwan Affairs Office, contradicts 
President Hu Jintao and tells Japanese reporters that Beijing will 
not accept Taipei's participation in the WHO 

July 2008 PRC officials seek to change the name that Taiwan employs to partici且
pate in the Olympic Games from "Chinese， τàipei" to "China, Taipei." 
They later rel叩t and drop the matter 

September 2008 PRC officials suspend military contacts with the Ullited States after 
Washington announces plans to move forward with arms sales to 
Taiwan originally announced in 2001 

Sources: Mainland Affairs Counci1, ROC, "Recent Examples of Attempts by China to 
Change Taiwan's National Narne in 由e International Arena" 例arch 200η， http://www.mac 
gov.仰; Mainland Affairs Council, ROC, "Examples of China's Diplomatic Suppression of 

Taiwan in the Two Years since the Enactrnent ofthe 'Anti-Separation Law'" (March 2007), 
http:l.八rvww.mac.gov 棚; and various news reports 
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Some observers contend that the PRC's military buildup and the drive 

to bully Taiwan in the intemational community represent only part of the 

equation. They charge that Beijing has also employed "united 企ont" tactics 

to divide and disrupt Taiwan's society. During the Chen administration, 

rather than negotiating with the ROC national govemment, the PRC pre

ferred to strike deals with opposition parties and politicians-a strategy 

some described as a clever tactic to downgrade and exclude the govem

ment from cross-Strait negotiations. Important domestic constituencies 

also were carefully courted. Again, Dr. Joseph Wu explains: 

The Chinese sense that their tactic of dividing Taiwan has been succeeding 
they don't have to show theÎr ugly face to Taiwan. They let the Taiwan media 
and Taiwan opposition [parties] do the job... they have 00 incentive for en 
gaging President Chen or the DPP gov叮沮me泊t in political dialogue. So, you 
know, it's dead.61 

Should positive reinforcement (ca叮ots) fail to garner support from 

Taiwan's commercial interests, China does not hesitate to employ negative 

reinforcement (sticks). In fact, China's threats to retaliate against finns 

supporting Taiwan independence prompted some of President Chen's 

strongest corporate supporters to switch sides and become his harshest 

critics. For example, in 2005, Hsu Wen-long (許文龍)， the founder of the 

Chi Mei Group (奇美集團) and a fonner Chen supporter, stunned the world 

when he praised Beijing's Anti-Secession Law. The business tycoon also 

announced that "1 think Taiwan and China belong to one China... 1 oppose 

Taiwan independence because promoting independence would lead Taiwan 

to war and bring disasters to the Taiwanese people. ,,62 Most suspect that 

PRC threats were responsible for Hsu's dramatic change of heart and that 

this was not an isolated incident. Other finns may have been motivated to 

follow ChiM血's lead. As James Huskey, then chief ofthe Political Section 

at the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT), explained during an interview 

with the author, "that [the Chi Mei group case] was very dramatic, but it's 

61Au出or's interview with Dr. Joseph Wu, Taipei, January 3, 2007 

62"Independence Stalwart Departs from Traditional Line," China Post, March 27, 2005, 
http://www.1exisnexis.com 
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very typical now on a much lower level. On a much less public level-that 

is what is happening.的3

Finally, Taiwan officials complain that China aggressively seeks to 

drive a wedge between the island and its oldest friend and supporter, the 

United States. During the Chen years, Beijing officials routinely com

plained to their American counterparts that the Taiwanese president was 

"a troublemaker and destroyer of cross-Strait relations and peace and sta

bili大y in Asia.1I“ They pressured U.S. officials to llrein inll the IIseparatist 

forces" in Taiwan in order to promote peace and stability in the Western 

Pacific, while portraying themselves as "defenders of the status quo." The 

United States responded by opposing Taiwan's decisions to rename its state 

corporations, shelve the National Unification Council and Guidelines for 

National Unification, and return to the United Nations as "Taiwan. u65 At 

the same time, however, Beijing stealthily deployed more ballistic missiles 

oppo日te Taiwan, stole mo時 of Taiwan's diplomatic allies , and squeezed 

the island out ofmore international activities. Such developments led Tai

wan's Mainland Affairs Council to protest to the international community 

that China, not Taiwan, was "the troublemaker who unilaterally changes 

the status quo.'“ Taiwan officials also emphasized that "Taiwan has never 

beenpa此 ofChina. This is the status quo. ,,67 

Both the United States and the PRC welcomed the outcome of Tai回

wan's 2008 presidential election. Indeed, during discussions with the au 

thor, American officials in Beijing and Taipei explained (on the condition 

of anonymity) that the Bush administration clearly hoped for a KMT 

的Author's interview with James L. Huskey, July 25, 2007 
64"Mainland A韶山rs Council: China Is the Real Troublemaker," China Post, February 9, 

2006. http://ww、.v.chinapost.com.tw/岫iwanl2006/02/09月6633品1AC:-China.htm.

65Chen Shui-bian has criticized the U.S. actìons as "ap戶asement" of China. See Edward 
Cody, "Taiwan Leader 、 ows to Pursue Vote on Island's Name; Dismissing U.S. Objectio肘，
Chen to",Press Ahead on Measure Affecting Application to United Nations," Washington 
Post, July 8, 2007, A17, http://www.lexisnexis.com 

66See note 64 above 
67See Edward Cody, "Taiwao Defies U.S., Seeks UN M在ember阻'ship under Debated Name已"
w目hington Post, July 21 , 2007, A帥， http://www.lexisnexis.com 
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victory. However, this has not changed China's position on U.S.-Taiwan 

relations. Beijing continues to pressure Washington to cancel its existing 

arms sales agreements with Taipei, deny future reques但 for weapons, and 

prohibit the island's leaders from visiting America.68 In fact, China sus

pended military-to-military exchanges and nonproliferation negotiations 

with the United States after the Bush administration announced a US$6.5 

billion arms transfer to Taiwan in late 2008. Despite expectations that the 

links will be restored during 也e administration ofBarrack Obama, Beijing 

has wamed the new president's team that Sino-American relations are "in 

a difficu1t period. ,, 69 This is possible given the fact that Hillary Clinton, 
the U.S. secretary of state, has promised that there will be no change in 

America's policy on anns sales to Taiwan.70 

Summary 

At first blush, changes in Beijing's approach to Taipei appear to be 

both genuine and significant. After all, key elements in the country's re

unification pol臨時s have been modified and/or softened substantially. 

Moreover, the PRC has launched numerous initiatives or "soft measures" 

intended to court key constituencies within Taiwanese society-including 

the island's fruit farmers, university students, medical professionals, tour

ism industry, joumalists, small business operators, politicians, and indus

trialists. The so-called "timetable" for unification-which offended much 

of Taiwan's population-has also been shelved71 It should come as little 

681n May 2008, Washington turned down Ma Ying寸eou's request to visit the United States 
bφre being sworn in as ROC president. Many suspect that the United States caved in to 
PRC pressure 

的Michael Wines, "U.S. and China Will Revive Milîtary Talks," New York Tùn凹， March 1, 
2日 09, 12, http:/.八rvww.lexisnexis.com

70See Chiehyu Liu and Y. F. Low, "U.S. to Continue Arms Sales to Taiwan: U.S. State 
Secreta恥"Central News Agency, February 17, 2009, in BBC Monitoring Asiα Pacific， 
February 17, 2009. http://w、叭;v.lexis/nexis.com

71 As one Department of Defense repo此 observed， "Beijing appears prepared to defer un
ification as long as it believes trends are advancing tow旺d that goal." See Office of the 
Secretary ofDefense, Annual Report 10 Congress: Military Power ofthe People's Republic 
ofCh酬'.2007， 31
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surprise that some PRC officials boast that the new policy is both "agile 

and multifarious. ,, 72 As one mainland Chinese scholar gushed, the number 

and scope of changes in policy during the past several years are unparal

leled in the history of the PRC73 

On the other hand, some suspect 血at these changes are largely super

ficial in nature. As described, there is evidence to support this view. Some 

have pointed to the fact that, despite calling for "political talks on an equal 

bas杖， and the "peaceful development" of cross-Strait relations, Beijing 

continues its military deployments against Taiwan and threatens peace 

and stability in the Taiwan Strait. The PRC also persists in its campaign to 

isolate Taiwan in the global communi句 As Albert S. Willn缸" then chief 

ofthe AIT's Liaison Affairs Section (the "unofficial" U.S. military attaché 

in Taiwan) , explained, "The pressure here is relentless."74 Unfortunately, 

China's hostile behavior helped provoke the Chen administration into 

adopting a series of campaigns guaranteed to infuriate Beijing. 

Like hîs predecessor, Presîdent Ma is now calling on Beijing to per

mit the Taiwanese people to participate in the international community an吐

to remove the missiles deployed opposite Taiwan. However, Beijing has 

yet to do either of these. Rather, it still appears as if "the hard is getting 

harder, while the soft is getting softer" (硬的支歧，軟的更軟) in Chir珊's

policies toward Taiwan.7 

72Lin Chong-pin, "A KMT -CCP Cross-St開 it Future: A Ma-Hu Rapprochement 2008-2012?" 
(Keynote address, Credit Lyonnais Securities Asia Capital Link Forum, May 12, 2日 06，
Westin Hotel, Taipei), 5. Paper provided to author by Dr. Lin Chong-pin 

73See Shi Xip凹， "Dui Tai zhengce xin siwei lunlue" (The new thinking mode of the policy 
toward Taiwal泓 Zho時'gong Fj句Ïan shengwei di晶αF啤x川Zαωoxu即<ebαωo (σJo叩u凹a剖lofFu叮J
Scl咄ho叩01)， no. 1υa冊nu闆a可 2007η): 25白-29

14Author's interview with Albert S. Willner, July 衍， 2007
75Dr. Lin Chong-pin coined this phrase. In the West, some have preferred to use the phrase, 

"sweeter carrot, harder stick." 
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Conc\usions: 

Theory and Change in China's Policy toward Taiwan 

Has China genuinely overhauled its policies toward Taiwan? Or are 

the adjustments in policy primarily cosmetic or tactical in nature, while 

Beijin皂's overarching strategic goals remain the same? To quote an old 

Chinese adage, is this simply a case of"the same poison in different soup"? 

As with any transformation in sensitive policy, many questions have been 

raised 

During discussions with a prominent scholar at China's prestigious 

Peking University in March 2008, the author was informed that very few, 
if any, mainland Chinese scholars and bureaucrats genuinely understand 

Beijing's policy toward Taipei. Unfortunately, analysts cannot easily pry 

open and peer into the "black box" that constitutes the decision-making 

proc臼s at Zhongnanhai (中南海). However，由ey can seek to employ some 

ofthe theories and/or conceptual frameworks associated with intemational 

relations, comparative politics, and other fields of political science to help 

discem or highlight the possible meanings of some trends in the current 

state of cross-Strait relations. Yet one must be mindful that different 

theories tend to interpret the same "facts" in different ways and lead to 

varying conclusions. Several approaches to deciphering some pieces of 

this puzzle are outlined briefly below 

The Pr它'sid，叩t the Great76 

Some analysts trace modifications in China's approach to Taiwan to 

recent leadership changes in Beijing. Margaret Hermann and others have 

written extensively on the importance of a leader's values, belie益， person

ality, cultura\ baggage, and perceptions. It is argued that these individual 

characteristics can have a major impact on a state's external relations-in 

76The author borrowed this term from the paper: Da-chi Li帥， Chia間ho Hsu , and Mary H凹，
"The President the Great: An Inescapable Cultural Predicament in Tai閥的 Constitutional
Practice" (Paper presented at the 2003 Conference on Taiwan Issues, Charleston , South 
Caroli間， September 5-7, 2003) 
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this instance China's relations with Taiwan.77 Dr. Su Chi believes that Hu 

Jintao's personali大y has been "very important" in shaping changes in cross 

Strait policies.78 Dr. Lin Chong-pin agrees that many ofthe adjus甘nents m 

Beijing's policies may be traced to P聞自dent Hu's individu.al personality 

traits: 

Hu Jintao is not a traditional CCP member. He is the first top pa此y leader that 
had no Soviet experience.... His father, a small teashop owner in the country 
side, was mistreated by local Communist cadres and never received exonera
tion before his death. To this day, Hu has not retumed to his hometown 
Neither Ma nor Hu is a typical party member. When and if they are in power 
simultaneously, they may jointly transcend the cross-Strait stalemate, which 
began during the previous dominance under KMT and CCP. I~ 

Dr. Lin contends that President Hu's personal imprint on Taiwan 

policy is undeniable. The Chinese leader is believed to be personal1y re

sponsible for dropping the timetable for reunification, the new emphasis 

on "extra-military means" (soft measures) 加 re吐uce separatist sentiment in 

Taiwan, the olive branches extended to the KMT, and the decision to "allow 

think-tanks and scholars in China to explore altemative sovereignty con

cepts in order to break 出e cross-Strait impasse. ,,80 Dr. Lin also suspects 

that President Hu might be responsible for the decision to continue to apply 

both military and diplomatic pressure on Taiwan simultaneously. 

Hu Jintao replaced Jiang Zemin as CCP general secretary in 2002, as 

PRC president in 2003 , and as chai盯了1an of the Central Military Commis

sion in 2004. If Hu is putting his personal imprint on Taiwan policy, it is 

quite possible that additional adjustments (and concessions) in policy may 

occur now that the CCP's Seventeenth National Congress has closed. Be

fore the congress, Su Chi explained: "At that time, the old hacks wi l1 go out 

The 25-member Politburo, the 9-member Standing Committee-probably 

77Margaret Hermann, "E叮ects ofPersonal Characteristics ofPolitical Leaders on Foreign 
Policy," in Why Nations Act: Theoretical Perspectivesfor Comparative For臼'gn Po /icy 
Sludi凹， ed. Maurice A. East, Stephen A. Salmore, and Charles F. Hermann (Beverly Hills, 
Calif.: Sage. 1978), 49-68 

78 Author's interview with Dr. Su Chi, Taip間. July 25. 2日，7
亨9See note 72 above 
別L帥， "China's Emerging Grand Strategy," l7 
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over half of those bodies will b崎 replaced by younger people in their late 

50s. [After October 2007] he will call the shots and he will leave his 

legacy. After 2012, he will be gone."81 

On the other hand, others speculate that the impact ofHu's personality 

on decision-making might be exaggerated. Chen Shui-bian concedes that 

President Hu may have played a role in shaping the recent shifts in Beijin皂's

policy toward Taipei. He contends that "if you look at Hu Jintao, he is a 

formidable, sharp, and terrible person. We need to be very vigilant and 

care臼1 in dealing with him."但 However， Chen sees little real difference 

between Hu and his predecessors. According to the former president, 

"since the PRC was established in 1949, their leaders have come and gone, 
but the ambition to annex Taiwan has never changed.... The only difference 

is that some Chinese leaders are more straightforward, while others know 

how to decorate their ambitions. n83 

During discussions with the author, analysts at the Shanghai Institute 

自由 International Studies (SIIS) did not criticize President Hu. Like Chen , 

however, they suggested that the impact ofpersonality on decision-making 

with regard to 甘1e Taiwan issue might be exaggerated. As one scholar ob 

served, I!In China it's collective decision-making. Personality is minOl州

A Paradigm Shifi 

During private conversations with PRC academics, some have 

offered a much broader explanation for changes in Taiwan policy. Accord 

ing to 也IS perspective, a司justments in policy may be traced both to gener

ational changes within China an社 m勾or transformations in international 

politics. Taking this explanation one step fur血er， one might suggest Bei

Jm皂泡I!cross-Strait paradigmU is changing-寸ust as it has changed in the 

past 

81Author's ÎntervÎ巳w with Dr. Su Chi, Taipei, July 25 , 2日。7
82Author's interview with President Chen Shui-bian, Taipei, November 剖， 2日。7
83Ibid 
84Author's interview with Chinese analysts at the Shanghai Insti叫te for Intemational S個di間，

Shanghai, April25, 2008 
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The concept of a paradigm is borrowed from Thomas S. Kuhn who 

employed it to describe advancements in science.85 A paradigm may be 

defined as a basic assumption in a field of science. The acceptance of such 

an assumption is shared by practitioners (chemis妞， physicis阻， etc.) in a 

given scientific field and is usually not subject.to widespread discussion 

or debate. Over time, paradigms may shift. However, this change often 

comes very slowly. In fact , a new paradigm might gain widespread ac

ceptance only after those who embraced an ear1ier paradigm are dead 

Some scholars in the field of international relations have suggested 

that the concept of a paradigm may be applied to the foreign policy orienta

tion of a nation and its population 師 A country's foreign policy paradigm is 

shaped by critical events. For example, the Japanese sneak attack on Pearl 

Harbor in 1941 culminated in a paradigm shift in American policy. Follow

ing the attack, the United States abandoned isolationism and adopted an 

interventionist and internationalist approach to foreign policy-an ap
proach that many believe remains intact today 

Events in the 1970s (the U.S.-PRC rappro巳hement， a rise in Soviet 

military power, the death of Mao Zedong, etc.) may have contributed to 

changes both in China's overall "foreign policy paradigm" and the nation's 

"Taiwan paradigm，"盯 As described above, calls for the "Iiberation" of 

Taiwan gave way to pleas for "peaceful reunification" under the banner of 

"one coun缸y， two systems." This constituted a genuine paradigm shift• a 

modification in policy that Chinese analyses concede coincided with "the 

change ofthe international and domestic situations."88 

In a similar vein, the recent transfer of power to a new "fourth gen 

eration" of leadership in China may have contributed to more recent 

modifications in policy. As Dr. Su Chi observed, "they've become more 

的Thom品 S.Ku恤， The Stl1lcture ofScientijìc Revolutions (Chicago: University ofChicago 
Press, 1962) 

的See Michael Roskin, "From Pearl Harbor to Vietnam: Shifting Generational Paradigms 
and Foreign Policy," Po!itical Science Quarterly 89, no, 3 (Fa1l 1974): 563吊自

87The Chinese generally do not consider Taiwan as a 品relgn count可 most ag問e that it is 
"something e1se." 

88See note 6 above 
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sophisticated in their overall approach" to Taiwan89 Some U.S. officials 

conc盯 with this assessment. James L. Huskey explains: 

[Beijing has become] much more careful. And, of course, Beijing',s whole 
world view and 加 whole intemational package have evolved 50 rnuch in the 
past decade to a much higher level of sophistication.... So many people have 
rctumed from overseas to the Fore唱nMinis缸子 And they are much more ca
pable and much more sophisticated. And they are smooth operators now. Al1 
through Asia we are seeing this very high caliber of diplomat coming from 
Beijing 00、仇"

lronically, the election of Chen Shui-bian in 2000 and 2004 may have 

served as the "critical event" or catalyst (a "Pearl Harbor" of sorts) that 

helped push Beijin臣's "fourth generation" leaders to shelve the old Taiwan 

paradigm and adopt new and innovative approaches to Taiwan. They might 

have reached the conclusion that old policies must be scrapped and Taiwan 

must be treated on a more equal basis or else China might risk losing the 

island forever. Stephen S. F. Chen (陳錫蕃)， former ROC representative in 

the United States and presently an official in the National Policy Founda

tion (國家政策研究基金會)， a prominent KMT think-tank, conced目 that

"we should give the DPP some credit. ,,91 Ambassador Chen also warns that 

Beijing must embrace meaningful change if it hopes to prevent Taipei's 

move toward independence: 

The mainland side will have to choose a KMT administration or a DPP admin且
istration. A DPP administration has proved that by salami tactics they are going 
the way of de ju阿 îndependence. Tl時間 wil1 be no 阻tum. And they [the CPPj 
shouldn't 由ink that once the K卸lT gains powe丸 they can be tough again be
cause there is no guarantee that the DPP wil1 not come back to power if the 
KMT should prove to be a failure in dealing with mainland China. And that is 
our bargaining chip.92 

During discussions with the author, however, one Chinese academic with 

strong links to the PRC government opined that "genuine" change must 

89 Author's interview with Dr. Su C恤， Taipei , July 25 , 2007 

90 Author's interview with James L. Huskey, Taip缸. July 25 , 2007 

91 Author's interview with Stephen S. F. Chen, convener, National Security Division, National 
Policy Foundation, Taip間， November 19, 2007 

92lbid 
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wait until the "fifth generation" takes power sometime after 2012." 

Bureaucratic Politics 

If China has changed its policy toward Taiwan, how does one explain 

the contradictions in PRC polic戶 Why is 11也e soft getting softer," while 

"the hard is getting harder?" Of course, this might conceivably be traced 

to shrewd calculations on the pa吋 ofChina's leadership. After all, some re

search suggests that "soft power" is most effective when combined with the 

threat of "hard power. ,,94 However, another explanation might also help 

solve this riddle. 

Both ROC officials and academics have toyed with the idea that some 

of China's "hard" policies toward Taiwan might be traced to bureaucratic 

politics. According to Graham Allison's bureaucratic politics model (or 

more precisely, the organizational processes model), organizations adopt 

"standard operating procedures (SOPs)" to execute and implement various 

policies 叮 Once these are adopted, organizations are resistant to change 

China's Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) has sought to suffocate 

Taiwan in the intemational community for over five decades. This con

stitutes one of MOFA's longstanding SOPs (a key pa此 of its "job descrip 

tion") and the minis甘y wiU not easily abandon it 

During interviews with the author, Taiwan and mainland Chinese 

analysts discussed the role that bureaucratic politics might play when 

seeking to understand contradictions in cross-Strait policy. For example, 
Dr. Lin Chong-pin contends that some of Beijin皂's hostile behavior might 

be attributed to "a bureaucratic problem ... the decisions reached in Zhong 

nanhai have not percolated down to the lower level. ,,96 This may have been 

the case when Wang Yi, director of China's Taiwan A的irs Offi間， ap-

93 Author's interview with PRC academ凹， Beijing, July 20日 6

94日ee Janice Bially Mat扭凹， "Why 'Soft Power' Isn't So Soft: Representationa1 Force and 
the Sociolinguistic Construction of Attraction in World Politics," Mi/lennium: Journal 01 
Int，凹national Studies 刃， no. 3 (2005): 583-612 

95See Graham T. Allison, Essence ofDecision: E中laining the Cuban Missile Crisis (Bos個n
Li位le ， Brown, 1978) 

96Author's interview with Dr. Lin Chong-pin, Taip目， January 5, 2007 
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peared to contradict President Hu when he told Japanese reporters that 

Beijing would not accept Taip間's participation in the WHO. Following 

Wang's comments, PRC officials scrambled to emphasize that the news 

story was "inaccurate" and explained that Wang "was merely reflecting the 

mainland's usual stance on Taiwan's participation in the WHO. ,,97 

Dr. Joseph Wu concedes that there appear to be differences within the 

PRC govemment with respect to Taiwan policy. However, he is not quite 

sure what these di臼erences actually mean: "There are different approaches 

in the Beijing government. Different bureaucracies have different ideas 

about how to deal with Taiwan. But we don't know whether it's bureau 

cratic politics or whether it's a 'good cop, bad cop' type oftactics in dealing 

with Taiwan."" Dr. Wu suggests that Beijing's MOFA appears to be "the 

toughest hawk" on Taiwan policy and that "they continue to grab our diplo

matic allies [and] they continue to squeeze Taiwan out of international 

participation to such a degree that some other govemment agencies in 

China-一especially from the Taiwan Affa叮s Office一-got upset with the 

tactics ofMOFA."呻

Like their Taiwan counterparts, PRC analysts concede that "different 

departments have their Qwn interests and considerations."IOO However, 
they claim to view this as a natural phenomenon and explain that, when 

crafting cross-Strait poli句， "our whole leadership collects all these differ 

ent interests like a painting to make a wonderful picture."101 

Interesting紗， Dr. Su Chi speculates that bureaucratic politics could 

play a role in cross-Strait policies on both sides of the Taiwan Strait. The 

KMT heavyweight observed 甘1剖， "my impression is that both in Taiwan 

and the mainlar叫， the military people and the foreign affairs people are 

97See Lawrencc Chung, "Official's Rcmarks on Taipei's WHQ Bid Misrepresented, Says 
Beijing," South China Morning Post, June 27, 2008 , 6, http://wwv肌 lexisnexis.com. Em
phasis added 

98Author's intcrview with Dr. Joseph Wu, Taipei, January 3, 2007 
99Ibid 

100 Author's intcrview with Chinese analysts at the Shanghai Institute for International 
Studies , Shanghai, Apri125 , 2008 

10!Ibid 
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generally more confrontational than people in other areas." \02 At the same 

time, however, Dr. Su suggested that the applicability of the bureaucratic 

politics model could be limited: "1 have a feeling that even though those 

two 'hard areas' are still harder than others, they are not-how do you call 

it-incorrigible. And also their leadership--it's the leadership-一the po 

liticalleadership that counts more." \03 

Dr. Su believes that the influence of bureaucratic organizations can 

be controlled if China's polit目前 leadership "breathes down the necks of 

those redneck people... that's the only way." 104 He also suspects that Bei

jing could have stolen more ofTaiwan's diplomatic allies ifit really wanted 

to do so and that "the PRC must have exercised some restraint ... they could 

get Panama easily." 1的 For some time, Dr. Lin, also, was puzzled by Bei 

jing's behavior in Latin America. \06 Interestingly, by late 2008 , many be

lieved that the PRC bureaucracy was under control and following orders as 

the two sides appeared ,to have cobbled together some sort ofa "diplomatic 

truce. n During private conversations with 也e author, officials in the ROC 

Government Inforrnation 0伍ce (行政院新聞局) suggested that the PRC 

had rebu旺èd Paraguay's overtures about opening ties, stating that "now is 

not a good time to establish forrnal relations 川07 A senior Presidential 

Office official, who requested anonymity, confirrned that the truce has 

"already been done and Paraguay is a prime example-Paraguay and 

Panama." 1間

102 Author's interview with Dr. Su Chi, Ta中間， July 25, 2007. 
I03Ibid 
I04Ibid 
105Ibid. 
106During an interview with the author, Dr. Lin stated, "1 know that Beijing has been inter

acting with these officials in Panama, Guatemala, and the others, but 1 am still waiting 
And rve been asking myself, 'what is going on?' Is it possible that Beijing has been 
putting these things on hold for a while?" Author's interview with Dr. Lin Chong-p凹，
Taipei, November 23, 2007. 

107 Author's discussions with ROC Govemment Infonnation Office officials, who requested 
個onymity， on August 11 ,2008, Taipei 

108 Author's interview with a senior Presidential Office offi口祉， who requested anonymi句'， on
August 11 , 2008, Taipei 
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且1arxist-Leninist-Maoist Thought 

Those who are familiar with Marxist-Leninist-Maoist thought might 

take a more sinister view of間cent adjustments in Beijin皂's policy toward 

Taipei. As part ofhis "mass-line" theory, Mao suggested that the CCP must 

occasionally align with "reactionaryll elements in order to defeat a more 

immediate and threatening enemy. For examp峙， small landowners were 

recruited during the "s甘uggle for liberation" to help topple China's most 

powerfullandlords. After "liberatio丸" of course, they became victims of 

the revolution. Moreover, the CCP agreed to an alliance with the KMT 

to defeat the Japanese imperialists in the late 1930s. However, the KMT 

claims that the CCP used the "united 仕ont" to build up its own strength 

and ultimately undermine and challenge the authority of the national gov

ernment 

In a similar vein, some contend that the CCP is now seeking the co 

operation and support of the KMT and targeting key. constituencies within 

Taiwan to defeat the DPP and other separatists. 109 Chen Shui-bian, ex

plains: 

The nature of the CCP has not changed at all ... it is an expert in uniting with 
minor enemies to defeat major enemîes. What the CCP wants from the KMT 
is to unite with its minor enerny to defeat its chief enemy. The KMT has oot 
leamed any lessons from the pa隨t. When 出ey are of 00 use or value anymo凹，
the CCP will throw them away like rubbish. 110 

During a private discussion with the author, one KMT supporter conceded 

there c\mld be some merit in this argum目前， and added sarcastically, "once 

we get rid ofthe DPP, we will go back to killing each other. "lll 

SummαηF 

The discussion above outlines only a few ofthe theories and concep

tual frameworks that could be used to help uuravel the complicated puzzle 

that constitutes China's policies toward Taiwan. A more complete study 

I09See nMAC Wams of'United Front Tactics'," China Post, November 鈣， 2007， 13
110Author's interview with Chen Shui-bian, Taipei, November 21 , 2007 
111 Author's confidential interview with KMT stalwart, May 2007 
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would include other approaches as well. For example, scholars in the field 

of intemational political economy might suggest that Albert Hirs'chman's 

classic stu旬" National Power and the Structure of Foreign T，甘仰， could go 

a long way in explaining Beijing's policies toward trade and investment 

with Taiwan."2 According to some calculations, Taiwanese firms have 

invested over US$240 billion in China and, without cross-Strait trade, the 

island would have an annual trade deficit of over US$40 billion. l13 Key 

sectors of Taiwan's economy are now entirely dependent on China for 

survival. As James Huskey observed, "they [Taiwan] are already very 

dependent. They [the PRC] could really hurt this island badly if they 

wanted to." 114 Annet!e Lu (呂秀蓮)， the former vice president, cautions 

that Taiwan might one day decide it wants out of this relationsh巾， but will 

discover that it is too late "Iike the proverbia\ frog cooking a slow, warm 

death in the hot spring." 115 However, scholars who describe themselves as 

functionalists might adopt a far more benign view of the economic rela

tionship. They would argue that cooperation on trade and investment could 

eventually I1spill over l1 into cooperation in other areas and pave 也eway for 

cross-Strait reconciliation. Others point to the role that domestic politics 

plays in the crafting of Beijing's policies toward Taiwan. l16 Still other 

approaches employed in political science (game theory, expected utility 

theory, etc.) might also hold some explanatory value 

A diligent graduate student 0立en concludes a seminar paper with 

the phrase , "additional research is required." In this instance, however, 

those seeking to understand changes in China's policy toward Taiwan一-

112日 ee Albert Hirschman, National Power and the Struc的re of Foreign Trade (Berkeley 
University ofCalifomia Press, 1945) 

I\3Ma Ying-jeou, "Taiwan's Role in Peace and Stabìlity in East Asia: A Discussion with Dr. 
Ma Ying-jeou" (Brookings Instituti凹， Washington, D.C., March 刃， 2006), http://www 
.brookings 

114Author's interview with James L. Huskey, Taipei, July 25, 2007 
115 Annette Lu, "Five Concems," Taiwan Panorama 33, no. 7 (July 2008): 26 
116 As Dr. Lin Chong-pin observed, "When domestic conditions are fine-not necessarily 

100% beautiful-the leaders in Beijing tend to use more flexible means in 間sponse to 
what Taiwan does or says. But when domestic cond泌的ns deteriora記， they wiU take harsh 
measures." Author's interview wi曲 Dr. Lin Chong-p血， Taipei, November 泊， 2007
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particularly policymakers in the ROC-require more than academ時間

search. What they require most are additional戶的 that may serve as build

ing blocks upon which cross-Strait policy may be prudently and carefully 

constructed. For example, a variety of confidence-building measures could 

go a long way in reducing suspicions and enhancing trust. A cross-Strait 

peace accord ofsome sort is now viewed as a distinct possibility.117 How

ever, President Ma insists that Beijing must first remove the ballistic 

m自由les aimed at the island. Moreover, providing Taiwan with a greater 

degree of international space would generate a lot of good will. Much 

will depend on Beijin皂's approach to Taip間's participation in the WHO (or 

World Health Assembly) in the next several years. As Dr. Su Chi observed, 
"they [China] will have 10 realize that ifthey keep the heat on us, they will 

neverwm 也e hearts and minds ofthe people ofTaiwan."I18 Should China 

continue to adopt more realistic and conciliatory policies toward Taiwan, 
while abandoning the outdated, outmoded, and counter-productive ap

proaches of the last century, a new era of cross-Strait cooperation could 

be on the horizon. At a minimum, the prospects for slability should in

crease."9 Such a developmenl would bode well for peace and reconcilia

lion across the Taiwan Strait. 
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